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TRINITY COLLEGE,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Trinity: College, under the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present name
was adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev. Thomas Church BrowneJl, Bishop of Connecticut.
Established by Episcopalians and administered in sympathy with their tenets, it is not a Church institution
in the sense of being directed by the Church. In the breadth with which its advantages are placed at the service
of those of every creed, it is entitled to be called non-sectarian.
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in the
southwestern part of the city. The principal of these in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, including Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educational edifices in the United States. It is intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of
the lines of this quadrangle on the south, are the Ob_servatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and
the Jarvis Laboratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the
President a_n d Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus tb the east,
and within three minutes' walk, is the spacious Athletic field. In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of
life, and equipment for its special work, the Colle~e is not surpassed.
·
The College has distinct courses of four years m Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters.
The Faculty includes thirteen professors, seven instructors, five lecturers, a librarian and a medical director.
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses, there is scarcely a single important subject for
which adequate provision is not made.
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course are allowed as
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving ce::rtificates of satisfactory work.
The Library contains 42,648 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni are making possible a rapid
addition to its resources. A new Reference Reading Room Lighted at night by electricity is open not only
during the day, but also five evenings of the week
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work.
The new Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laboratories provided with the most modern appliances.
There are fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three Holland Scholarships yielding
each $600 per annum, are awarded to the three best students in the three lower classes respectively. The
Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher graduate study. Prizes to
the amount of $500 are also awarded to undergraduates for success in the work of the various departments.
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the first on the three days following
the Annual Commencement, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmas
Term.
For Catalogues, Examination Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of the
Faculty.
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EDITORIALS
THE TABLET wishes to extend to all its readers the best wishes
for a pleasant Christmas season. To the Alumni we extend
a hearty greeting; to the faculty the hope that the brief respite
from their labors may be a pleasant one; and to the undergraduates
our wish that their Christmas recess may be most enjoyably spent.

*

*

*

ALTHOUGH it cannot be denied that the advance which Trinity
has made recently in every department is rapid and permanent, yet there is one point on which Trinity is weak-college
songs. We have had this fact brought home more forcibly than
ever ·at the football games during the past season, where the enthusiasm ran high, but there was no good way to express it. The
college has among its men many who have decided musical ability
and others whose talent lies in verse. Why cannot these men give
Trinity a few good stirring songs to remember them by? The way
which every Trinity man can sing "'Neath the Elms" shows that
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we can sing, and all we need is half a dozen songs set to good
music, to give us a means of making ourselves heard at the games
and elsewhere. The Alumni have been taking an interest in the
matter, and the undergraduates should take the question up. A
Trinity song book is not an impossibility, and it is one of the best
ways to help the college along.
The songs that we have are good,
but we need more of them. It is hoped that an effort will be made
in this line and that some action will be taken by the college. A
college song committee could be appointed which should consider
the songs offered, and to any and all that were accepted THE
TABLET would be glad to give the space necessary for their publication.

*

*

*

A MONG the numerous ideas for the good of the college which
have been brought before the undergraduates, the chapel
choir seems to have come in for the minimum amount of attention.
There are many very good reasons why this part of the college
organization should not be entirely ignored. We very frequently
have a number of visitors in the chapel, and on these occas10ns the
singing of the choir is often not all that it should be. To insure a
good choir it is necessary that a little interest be taken in the
singing, and that the members be present with the regularity that
the advantage of singing in the ch?ir demands.
We have good
vocal talent in the college, and there is no reason why some of it
should not be devoted to the improvement of our music in the
chapel.

*
THE close of the football

*

*

se1son is always marked by a revival of
interest in basketball, and during the past few days the team
has been organized and is practicing in preparation for the excellent
schedule of games which Manager Goodrich has arranged. THE
TABLET has always called especial attention to this popular and
beneficial winter sport, and it wishes to lay particular emphasis on
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the appeal which it now addresses to the Alumni and undergraduates in regard to supporting the basketball team, for this year it is
absolutely imperative that we put forth the best team we can,
and support that team with all the means in our power. The New
England Intercollegiate Basketball League was formed through the
efforts of last year's Trinity management, and includes six of the
strongest college teams in this part of the country. Trinity must
not be among the losing teams this year. The college which
formed the league will naturally be looked to as one which will put
forth a formidable team, a team that will figure prominently in the
struggle for the pennant and championship honors. Let every man
feel it a personal matter to help the team. If he can play or thinks
he could be developed into a player, he should report at once to
Captain Crane, and in any case he should do what he can to make
the financial burden light for the manager. A strong scrub will be
needed to develop the 'varsity into pennant form, and a good
crowd at practice is an encouragement that will work wonders in
filling the men with spirit and determination. The league games
will be unusually interesting, and it is our duty to see that we have
a team well worthy of membership in the league. We look to
every student to take an active interest in the team and do what he
can to help our players land the pennant.

*

*

*

AS it is the aim of the editors of THE TABLET to make the publication of as much interest as possible to the Alumni, it is
essential that the department of the ''Personals" be kept up to date.
The editors will be at all times glad to receive any notes of the
graduates which anyone may send in. It is only through the
Alumni themselves that we can keep in touch with the movements
of Trinity men, and we hope that we will be aided in our efforts
by the co-operation of the graduates.

THE LEGEND OF THE STAR- GRASS

s

OFTLY as the snow-flakes falling,
Came the Singer, earthward, calling
To the birds and bees and flowers,
To the fairies in their bowers.
Softly as the snowflakes, sifting
Through the pine trees, he came drifting.
Stood upon a bank of mosses
By the murmuring brook, whose course is
Buried, all the summer days,
'Neath lillies fair and fleur-de-lis.
Stood and sang his song of laughter,
Sang his song of love and laughter.
All the flowers waked and opened,
All the birds, in chorus jocund
Filled the woodlands with their praises,
And the fairies whirled their mazes
In among the moonbeams dancing,
Singing merrily and dancing.
But the flowers hid their graces,
Hid, in shame, their bright-eyed faces,
For the Singer, radiant, gay,
Was more beautiful than they.
Merrily he danced upon them,
Gaily danced and trod upon them.
Then the green grass praised the Singer,
Lifting up each verdant finger,
Waved the coarse grass to and fro,
'Tho' no flowers they could show,
Caught the star-beams joyously,
Flashed them back as he came by.
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And the singer blessed the grasses,
Blessed the coarse and flowerless masses,
There, upon each blade, behold,
Softly did a flower unfold,
Star-shaped, like a jewel set,
Bluer than the mignonette.
When the stars, in heaven sailing
At the break of day were paling,
Opened other stars, that morning,
Marsh and meadowland adorning.
Sweet blue star-grass everywhere,
But no other flowers were there
This is how it came to pass
That the humblest blade of grass
Points a blue-star heavenward,
Token of its just reward.
Hear the children calling them
'• Little stars of Bethlehem."

William Seward Wallace.

FIFTY YEARS AGO

THE

more history is delved into, the more closely records of
past years are scrutinized, events and incidents come to light
which, with their attending circumstances, strike us as worthy of
more than the mere notice that a certain woman was hanged for
witchcraft or that a certain man died of the plague. Some time
ago there came into my possession an old newspaper, dating back
fifty years, and in one of its columns it contained the simple announcement that on "October 19, 18 5 1, - - - - , a prominent
citizen, was hanged." This was the bare statement, and no reason
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was given why the man was hanged. A peculiar fascination impelled me to go back-so to speak-and "investigate the case,"
and after careful research in various sources I disclosed a series of
events, romantic, tragic, beyond what one could conceive of.
In the late spring of 1848 a report suddenly spread that the
colonel was home from the war. Someone had seen a tall, broadshouldered, military-looking man ride up to the Brewster home in
the dusk of evening. Another had heard a mother's joyous welcome to her son. Passers-by saw the house brilliantly lighted
which for two years had been silent and dark.
This unexpected return of Lionel Brewster became the immediate and general topic of conversation. Many who h::1.d known him
well in previous years were busily guessing what kind of a man he
was, commenting on possible changes in character and person, som
viewing him as a prodigal son, others maintaining that a man ha
returned -a son of law and duty. Many who had observed his old
mother's kind face, with its sad, wistful yet patient expression,.
wondered if the son would return only to find her in the grave, and
now many a sigh of relief arose that could scarcely be accounted
for by those from whom they escaped.
Amid such speculations Lionel Brewster-now a colonel in the
army-made his first appearance after his arrival. Those who
expected any radical changes were disappointed. A little more
erect in figure; a trifle graver in bearing he quickly set at rest
disputes and doubts concerning himself, and the · hearty handshake
with which he greeted old friends and acquaintances set them to
wondering why they should imagine him altered. They perceived
that discipline had done its work both outwardly and inwardly, but
they also felt that here was one of those fine natures which neither
the strictest discipline nor the st~rness of war could subdue.
The colonel settled down into the routine of every day life with an
apparent complacency that did him credit. It was true he had said
of himself, '' I have come back to home and ways of my fathers,"
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but it was not to be expected that an active, energetic man-and
especially a young man-could or would, for any length of time, be
content to lead the tedious, tiresome life of inactivity. There was
just one field that could satisfy the passion and employ with ·g reat
effect the suppressed energy of men of this stamp-the field of
politics. Into this they plunged eagerly and in the heat of strong
partizanship and the excitement of elections gave vent to their
martial spirits.
A year found the colonel engaged in the political strife of the
day.
Men learned to respect and trust him, because he was
straightforward and honest, because he would be respected and
singled him out as a rising man. And, be it said reservedly, women
learned to love him because of a personal magnetism they could not
resist. Great will-power, an illimitable gravity and yet a kindliness of demeanor were the needlepoint of attraction. He was the
representative of a distinct type - a type seldom seen. He was
what women are apt to term an ideal man. He stood out in vivid
contrast to the characters about him and impressed all by the
fullness of his own.
'' I'll tell you, Hiram," said farmer Brown to the county jail
warden~ as they stood talking near the bank, '' I'll tell you what. You
mayn't like the young colonel's politics, but a straighter man never
lived. I've known him since he was so high. I've watched him
since he came back from the war, these two years, and the way he
cares for his old mother just makes my heart as tender as a babe's."
''Well," answered Hiram Truesdall in that short, brusque
manner indicative of a stern, positive nature, '' no matter, he's no
man for the squire's daughter. I haven't studied human nature for
fifteen. years without being a good judge of men,-and women, too,
for that. There's something wrong, something wrong!" and with
this final remark the warden went off dubiously shaking his head .
.It was evident that he was not prepossessed in the colonel's favor.
Wherefore? we might ask . They were political opponents, and, as
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is frequent, his political opinion was also his personal opinion of
men. On the other hand, farmer Brown, with his amiable, sympathetic disposition, was somewhat of an optimist, and was ready to
stake his life on the good name of his young friend.
In the course of time the colonel had succumbed to the charms
of the fair sex. In the person of the "squire,s ,, daughter, Dorothy
Dwight, he had met the exemplification of his ideal woman. But
here again we see another phase of his character. From the notes
of his diary, taken at a later date, we have man,s most eloquent
tribute to the woman he loves, and while he refrained from mentioning her name, it is there as plainly as if written-'' One day I
watched a fair, pure face, quiet and thoughtful, not beautiful according to the accepted definition of the word, but rather made so by
some inner light that diffused itself over the whole countenance and
manifested itself in every varying expression and gesture. Who
has not seen such a face and marveled at that unseen beauty and
the tranquility stamped on ever feature? As I stood there little
shadows, like fleeting April clouds, swept again and again over that
expressive face and I could but remember the words-' The face is
the mirror to the of the soul.' How long I stood in silent wonderment, how long I drank in a voiceless music, I know not, but when
the face had gone and I came home, the little flowers and blades of
grass seemed to sing me a song-the song of a new awakening.',
At the time our ·t wo old friends held their conversation preparations were being made on an extensive scale for the colonel's wedding.
There followed two weeks of bustle and excitement and then the
joyous event came off amid a concourse of gaily dressed people.
The organ in the old church pealed forth some beautiful march, and
the handsome couple passed out followed by many admiring glances
and happy remarks; and even the lovely young widow Stewart, who
had herself fallen deeply in love with the colonel, was forced to an
expression of admiration.
Among the th_rong were many possessed of local prominence.
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On the left hand side, in a front seat, sat Judge Andrews and SilasBloom, the mayor. Just beyond them was Doctor Shelburn, and a
little further down, the venerable Mr. Sikes. Across the isle and
scattered along in various seats were the merchant Long, Albert
Brown the owner of the big factory, John Dow, the lawyer, and
far in the rear, with their heads close together, talking in low tones
were farmer Brown and Hiram Truesdall. Said the latter, "Did
you see the widow Stewart? A woman to be avoided, shunned. A
woman in form, yes ! but a devil in nature, or my name isn't Hiram
Truegdall -"
"Come, Hiram," interrupted farmer Brown, "you say things
you don't know. Has experience made you sombre or cold or
suspicious? Are you growing old, seeking to discern only the
baser motives of men? Is there not something in life that appeals
to you besides this profitless occupation? The widow is beautiful;
has a fine temper. It's known she likes the colonel, but is it a sin
to be unfortunate? "
"No," answered the warden soberly, "it is not a sin to be
unfortunate, yet I have seen what you did not. There are lines in
the palm of your hand and as from these the palmist reads the story
of life, so have I, in one instant expression, read that woman's
inmost soul. But let us be going, or we shall be deserted."
Arabella Stewart was a beautiful, magnificent woman, of five
and twenty years, southern in appearance and temperament ; tall,
stately, with a wealth of luxuriant hair; fine features, rosy complexion and lustrous black eyes - eyes, now dreamy, now glowing
like coals of fire. At an early age she had married to satisfy a
father's whim. At twenty her husband died, leaving her wealth and
high social standing, but without her having ever known what real
affection was.
During the first year after the colonel's return, she had met him
and did not prove an exception to the rule. To her, however,
feeling was motive power, controlled and wielded in the most
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efficient manner. Who has not said, '' I will," and employed full
concentrated energy to attain the desired end? whose determination has not become an overmastering passion as obstacle on obstacle presented itself? It is not to be imagined that the colonel
could long remain ignorant of the widow's true state of mind; for
intuition, even when appearances are contrary, will lead us unerringly in judging the sentiments of people. He admired her as a
handsome woman, and treated her accordingly, but there was
nothing questionable in his attention. Carefully laid snares, into
which another might have fallen, were with equal care detected and
shunned; ..and with a persistence that is significant he began to
avoid her. As she forced herself more and more into his presence
he gradually ceased calling at those places where he was accustomed
to meet her. But this woman was not to be denied or thwarted.
A spark had become a mighty conflagration. She addressed a note
to him that remained unanswered. Then with an audacity never
looked for in a woman, she went one night to the colonel's home
and waited until he returned. A scene ensued such as would suit
an artist's taste or a poet would love to depict......:....a tall man with
pale, stern face, and folded ~rms, leaning against the fire-place;
before him with tightly clasped hand'=> knelt a woman passionately
pleading. Was it not humiliating? Was it not an indelicacy not
be forgiven in a woman? We are prone to believe it was. The
colonel bade her in a cold voice to arise, and, if she valued the
respect due her, never again to show her face in his -presence; and
the widow, humiliated, disgraced in her own eyes by the man she
loved, turned on him with an outburst of anger that revealed the
accuracy of the warden's judgment, and we stand off in its presence
with the mental query, "Is there a limit at which she will stop?"
Once again, after his marriage, the colonel settled down into the
home of his fathers. A new life of domestic happiness presented
itself to him, and into it he entered with youthful heart. His
whole life centered · around this newly created home. Its welfare
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was his first care. Day after day saw the performance of those
little services that produce light and warmth,- now a few books, a
basket of flowers or a piece of dainty bric-a-brac.
It was in the midst of such a happy life that the colonel awoke
one morning and found his wife dead. He had arisen early and
left her sleeping soundly as he thought. Later, he came back and
called her but · received no reply. He approached the be_d and
found her pulseless, motionless, dead. Those vyho have experienced great losses; those whose cups of happiness have been
shattered to atoms without warning can comprehend the strong
feelings that swayed Lionel Brewster as he stood at the bedside.
No one can know what those feelings were, and it is only through a
sympathetic imagination that we can estimate their extent,
The proper authorities were notified and an inquest was held.
Now comes the most peculiar circumstance of all. On examination
a heavy red mark was found around young Mrs. Brewster's neck,
which had been hidden by the collar of her nightrobe. The
presence of this mark-the impress of a heavy cord-and the
absence of other causes led to the decision, "death from strangulation by some unknown person."
The colonel was immediately placed under arrest and lodged in
the jail over which presided Hiram Truesdall. His statement was
taken and then followed a thorough, minute investigation preparatory to one of the most celebrated and momentous trials in Connecticut. The date set was sometime in April. Judge Andrews and
John Dow were retained as counsel for the prisoner while the State
was represented by an equal number of lawyers.
The counsel for the accused reviewed his family history, spoke
of his noble character and the opinion of the public. He then
pointed out his relations to his wife and declared with most convincing force that after so recent a marriage, and considering the
sentiment that all knew existed between them, he was incapable of
committing the terrible deed with which he was charged; further-
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more, he could not understand what his purpose might be in so
doing. Continuing, he drew a picture of the Brewster home,-one
of those low, two-story, red brick L-shaped dwellings built in the
early years of the century; how it was easily accessible and could
be entered from without with little difficulty. Linking these facts
with several foot-prints found at the inner angle of the house, he
drew the definite conclusion that some outsider had made himself
familiar with the premises, entered, committed the crime and
escaped. by the same way.
The counsel for the prosecution, in the course of their arguments
which they based on strict evidence, picked out those points in the
defense that were weak and doubtful. They admitted that it was
possible to '' approach and enter the house" and where a person was
rooming alone '' to have committed the deed," but here were entirely
different circumstances. Here was a man and his wife sleeping side
by side and the wife had been murdered without his knowing it.
Such a thing was preposterous, inconceivable, impossible. They
said they knew of Colonel Brewster's good reputation; willingly
conceded that the relations between him and his wife had been all
that they should be, but it was not their purpose to prove or disprove the harmonious relations between them. A crime had been
perpetrated, and from the evidence adduced their just conclusion
was that h~ was the guilty party, nor was it their purpose to question
his motive.
This ended the argument. The jury adjourned, remained in
session about two hours and returned the verdict, "guilty of murder
in the first degree." A short time later the colonel was sentenced
to be hanged on the nineteenth of October.
Public opinion, in the intervening months was most variable.
This was a mystery that people could not unravel. At one moment
when they considered the colonel's reputation and character, nothing
was more unreasonable and absurd than that he could do such a
thing. At another moment, when they reviewed the course of the
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trial, the facts brought to light; when they thought of a young life
cut down in the dark, they veered just as far the opposite way,
thus this pendulum like movement of sentiment until that fatal
October day. And where were Hiram Truesdall and farmer Brown?
Had they changed or contradicted their natural temperaments. Not
a particle. Farmer Brown was as good-natured as ever, just as sure
that things would turn out well, but withal, a bit sad. The man he
had known from childhood; the man, who to him personified manliness was enwrapt in some foul plot from which he could not escape.
The warden was, indeed, himself. He heard the commotion about
him but did not feel its effect. He listened to the varying opinions
· an4 ideas of others without vouching a single expression. A thing
of this kind .was not a matter of sentiment with him, but rather a
matter for the law to decide and the law was always right.
October soon came with her falling leaves, changing hues, her
glorious sunsets. On the appointed day, two thousand people gathP-red in the yard of the county jail to see the execution. How different
from that other scene, a few short months before, which many of
these same people had witnessed. Colonel Brewster was led forth
upon the platform, erected for the occasion, and from there he
delivered a brief address in simple, unaffected terms. He said it
was his misfortune to die for the crime of another-that those who
knew him, knew that he was incapable of killing any one, and least
of all the wife whom he loved. He wished to impress his innocence
upon their minds for he was sure that even after he was dead, the
truth would come to light. He had lived his life a man, and he would
die so, accepting the judgment rendered without complaint, which
was a mistaken judgment.
The last act in that fatal tragedy was enacted in breathless
silence. A black hood was placed over the colonel's head and
the noose slipped about his neck. At a given signal, the board
was dropped. A few minutes of suspense and all was over. Life
had quickly faded into death. A living man was now a lifeless
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corpse. The two thousand came way quite sober, many of the
more or less interested with conflicting emotions. Again grave
doubts arose, half conviction that this man was an innocent victim,
but if they sided with Colonel Brewster, they set at naught the
Court's decision and were left in far greater duubt than before.
On a street still beautiful with its old fashioned buildings, their
quaint arrangement and the numerous overhanging trees, is still
situated a residence become historical. Two weeks after Colonel
Brewster's execution a man rushed out of the front gate and hurried
off to the doctor's office. His mistress was sick, very sick. The
doctor hastened as quickly as possible to the sick-bed. A look into
the woman's emaciated face convinced him that medical aid was of
no avail. It was a disease which he could not cure-a mental
disease, cancer, that had eaten away the roots of life, that had progressed so far as to be incurable, and it was a matter of only hours
when that life should become extinct. But who would have recognized in this pale, helpless, fast failing woman, the Arabella Stewart
who forced her way into the Brewster home and dared to plead her
cause? When she realized that she could not live, her eyes brightened, some idea seemed to suddenly take hold upon her. She sent
for the parish minister, the family lawyer, and strangest of all
Hiram Truesdall. In the meanwhile she lay talking pleasan~ly but
feverishly to Doctor Shelburn. When they had assembled, she
welcomed them cordially, and called them all to her bed-side. It was
a strange sight to see these gray headed men of different appearances and vocations waiting to hear a woman's dying message,
while their very presence presupposed something unusual. The
attendant propped her up with pillows and in a tremulous voice she
began to speak. As she proceeded her voice grew stronger, she
spoke with greater ease and fluency. An hour passed and she was
still talking. When she finished, she lay back exhausted. Not a
sound broke the silence. Men sat like marble statues, then looked
into each others eyes and read their thoughts. Before they left her
they made a solemn compact never to divulge what they had heard.
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But after the lapse of fifty years can we not with propriety make
known a woman's dying confession - the secret of a great passion
vainly spent? Can we not relate how a woman had sacrificed her
womanhood to destroy a rival in an almost unheard of, unnatural
manner? She had familiarized .herself with the Brewster home,
knew every room, door and window. Under cover of darkness she
had watched night after night, accurately calculated the position of
different articles of furniture until there was no possibility of mistake. By a ladder placed against the wall, she had climbed to the
upper story; noiselessly raised the window; thrust in a large
sponge saturated with chloroform, attached to the end of a small
branch, and suspended it over the sleeping occupants. When the
drug had taken effect, she entered the room ; unwound a cord from
about her waist; quickly strangled her unconscious rival and
escaped as she had entered. Such were the last words of the once
beautiful Widow Stewart.
Again the Brewster home was quiet and lonely. "Day after
day from morn till night," an old white haired lady lifted up . her
sorrowful eyes to the heavens above looking for the image of the
son who was gone. "Day after day," as the years rolled by, there
was a longing-the longing of a broken heart-to be with him and
leave him no more.
T. Minton Syphax.
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS

THE College Bulletin for October and January, two numbers in one
volume, has been issued. The number is especially interesting for
the special articles which it contains. Among these may be mentioned
one by Professor Luther, which descr1bes the life and work at the University of Cambridge. Professor Luther has recently returned from a long
stay abroad and the article represents very fairly the views of an American
college graduate, on English colleges. The article is accompanied by a
frontispiece which gives a general view of the University. Another very
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interesting feature of the bulletin is the publication of the subscription list,
together with the names of the subscribers, to the erection of Washington
College, now Trinity College, in 1823. The list is very long and shows by
. the items the enthusiasm with which the citizens of Hartford encouraged
the erection of a college in their own city. The subscriptions vary widely
in their nature, some being in actu~l labor, as for instance the use of a
team of horses for a certain length of time, and others in commodities " T. Bliss and Company-Fifty Sealskins." The remainder of the bulletin is devoted to the usual departments. There is an article of considerable length by the editor, discussing the improvements which have been
made in and about the college during the past summer and fall. The
"News of the Classes," and the Necrology complete the number.
The schedule for the basketball team as approved by the faculty is as
follows: Jan. 4, Williston Seminary at Easthampton, Mass., and Chicopee
Y. M. C. A. at Chicopee; Jan. 11, Amherst at Amherst, Mass. ; Jan. 18,
Harvard at Hartford; Feb. 1, Williams at Williamstown; Feb. 8, Brown
at Providence; Feb. 15, Holy Cross at Hartford; Feb. 22, Brown
at Hartford: March 1, Dartmouth at Hanover, N. H. In addition to the
schedule, there will be a series of games with the Hartford Y. M. C. A. at
the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium. The schedule is a good one, and includes
some .games in which Trinity should make a good showing.
Professor and Mrs. Charles Lincoln Edwards gave a dinner of eleven
covers on Saturday evening Nov. 30. The guests were President and
Mrs. George Williamson Smith, Professor and Mrs. Ferguson, Professor
and Mrs. Genthe, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Griffin, and Professor Johnson.
The dinner was given in honor of Professor and Mrs. Genthe, who were
visiting Professor and Mrs. Edwards.
On Wednesday Dec. 4, a meeting of the Junior class was held in the
History room. At this meeting it was passed that each member of the
class should be assessed five dollars, as a subscription towards the fund for
the new athletic field which is being raised by the New York Alumni
Association. The subscriptions are to be paid by the close of the Easter
recess. It was also voted that the class subscribe five dollars each to the
fund to cover the expenses of the Junior Ball. At this meeting H. D.
Brigham was elected captain of the class basketball team and E. C.
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Thomas, manager. The committee which was appointed to collect the
athletic fund subscriptions is composed of the following; T. M. Syphax,
P.H. Bradin and H. L. G. Meyer.
The new chair of associate professor of philosophy which is occupied this
year by the Rev. Charles Harris Hayes, M. A., will be vacant next year.
Mr. Hayes has accepted the election to the chair of Christian evidences at the
General Theological Seminary in New York City. Before coming to
Trinity, Mr. Hayes had pursued a course in philosophical study at the
universities of Berlin and Halle in Germany, and at the university of
Oxford in England. He is a graduate of Columbia, where he also received
the degree of Master of Arts. Mr. Hayes' resignation from his chair at
Trinity will be much regretted, as he has become very popular with those
of the men who have been brought in contact with him.
On Friday evening, Dec. 6, the class of 1905 gave the annual banquet to
the members of the class of 1903 at Farmington. The news that the banquet
was to take place was kept secret from the sophomores until about noon on
Friday when it became known. By that time the freshmen were all either
safely out of danger of capture, or under the care of the juniors. Several
attempts were made to capture unwary freshmen, but in every case the
victim was released by the juniors. At half-past five on Friday afternoon,
the special car which was to take the party to Farmington left City Hall.
On the way out, the men sang and gave the class and college yells, and on
arrival at the Elm Tree Inn, where the banquet was to be given, the men
were welcomed by a large crowd which had already gone out to Farmington. Promptly at eight o'clock the banqueters marched into the dining
hall in line, singing "' Neath the Elms We'll Gather." The toastmaster,
Richard Niles Graham, 1904, as soon as all were seated, called for a toast
from the freshmen class to the class of 1903. The toast was responded to
by the juniors, and the first course was then served. When the cloth was
removed, the toastmaster called on the following men for toasts: "1903,"
B. D. Flynn, 1905; "Our Country," S. St. J. Morgan, 1903; "The
Ladies," H. D. Brigham, 1903; "The College," P. H. Bradin, 1903;
"Athletics," G. D. Rankin, 1903; "The Sophomores," A. C. Short,
1903; "The Faculty," T. M. Syphax, 1903; "1905," H. L. G. Meyer,
1903. Following the regular toasts were several impromptus, which were
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·- well received. The party left the banquet hall at twelve o'clock, and the
-special car to Hartford reached Vernon Street at half-past one. On arriving at college the two classes gathered on the walk and gave t~e college
yell together with a class yell for 1905.
The chapel organ, which has been for some time in need of slight
repairs, has been thoroughly overhauled, and is greatly improved. The
chapel choir is now composed of the following men: Gooden (leader),
Wheeler, Stewart, Henderson and Tuke, 1902; Trenbath, Larcher,
Fenning, Thomas and Clarke, 1903; and Brown, Bartlett and Buffington,
1904.
A hockey club has recently been organized at the college. Brigham,
i903, was elected captain and Rankin, 1903, manager. The club should
turn out a good team, as there are plenty of good players in college.
A meet .. ng of the Beta chapter of Connecticut of the society of Phi
Beta Kappa, was held in the History room on Tuesday evening Dec. 10.
At the meeting of the Hartford Alumni held on Friday evening, Dec. 13,
Mr. E. S. Van Zile, '84, addressed the meeting on the subject of the intercollegiate debating which has been brought up recently before the college
body. After Mr.Van Zile's remarks, Mr. Skinner, in referring to the matter
of the debate, said that it would be· an excellent idea for the alumni to give
· their aid in the matter by forming a fund, which should be collected and
managed by a committee, and used not only for the debating club, but also
for other expenses of a similar nature which should come up. The suggestion was received with favor, and a committee of this kind will probably
be appointed.
The rale N ews for pee. 13, states that the Harvard Freshmen will play
the Trinity Freshmen basketball team at Hartford some time during the
present season.
The Christmas german was given by the members of the German Club
in Alumni Hall on the evening of Dec. 13. The dance began at eight and it
was after twelve when the guests took their departure. The large hall was
handsomely decorated for the occasion, and the profusion of bright Trinity
pillows that filled the couches, placed about the hall, made the scene an
attractive one. Sedgwick & Casey's Orchestra, placed behind the palms
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on the stage, furnished the music, and at the intermission at half past ten
refreshments were served in the gymnasium. The favors were all very
pretty, those for the prize round being painted picture frames with a small
picture of the college in the upper corner. The first half was led by H. D.
Brigham with Miss Howard, and the second by R. B. Van Tine with Miss
Strong. Among the others present were: Edward Goodridge, Jr., with Mis$
Barbour; R. N. Weibel, with Miss Skinner; J.P. W. Taylor, with Miss
Gillen; E. B. Goodrich, with Miss Lincoln; W. H. Wheeler, with Miss
Whaples; C. H. Wheeler, with Miss Jackson; W. S. Trumbull, with
Miss Matson; J. McA. Johnson, with Miss ·welsh; R. H. Hutchinson,
with Miss Stillman; W. B. Allen, with Miss Sampson; R. Barbour, with
Miss Toucey. Among the "stags" present were C. H. Hill, 1902, R. S.
Sheldon, 1902, S. H. Clapp, 1904, and H. R. :Mcllvane, 1904. The
chaperones were Mrs. F. L. Howard and Mrs. T. B. Chapman.
A reception and tea were given by the Beta Beta Chapter of the
fraternity of Psi Upsilon at their chapter house on Washington Street on
Friday noon, Dec. 13, from 4 to 6 o'clock. The handsome chapter house
was beautifully decorated with palms and running pine and holly. The
decorations were all very tastefully arranged and presented an extremely
pleasing appearance. The dining room in which the refreshments were
served was similarly decorated and the table, with floral decorations, was
extremely pretty. The unpleasant weather did not prevent a large number
of the friends of the chapter being present, and both the city and college
were well representeci among the guests. Among. the ladies who were
present were: Mrs. G. W. Smith, Mrs. Henry Ferguson, Mrs. C. L.
Edwards, Mrs. Matson, Mrs. Merriam, Mrs. Trumbull, Miss Matson, Miss
Welsh, Miss Stillman, Miss Barbour, Miss Gillen and Mrs. Lilenthal.
President G. W. Smith and Professors Henry Ferguson, C. L. Edwards
and W. R. Martin were present. From the undergraduates there were:
Messrs. Henderson, Weibel, Qyaile, Peck, Walker, Sheldon, J.W.Walker,
White, Cole, Tuke, Stewart, Hill , Syphax, Bently, Brigham, Short and
Thomas.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF HARTFORD

An important meeting of the Hartford Alu~ni Association of Trinity
Colleg.e was held at the Hotel Hartford on the evening of Dec. 13, and
action was taken on several matters of great interest to the college. The
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association was organized last year and the first president, Colonel William
C. Skinner, '76, presided until his successor, Walter S. Schutz, '94, was
elected. The speeches after the dinner were of an informal nature. College songs were sung during the evening. Officers for the ensuing year
were elected as follows: president, Walter S. Schutz, '94; secretary, C. G.
Woodward, '98; executive committee, the officers and Professor F. S.
Luther, '70, C. S. Morris, '96, and Colonel W. E. A. Bulkeley, '90.
It was decided to make a special effort to complete the fund for the new
athletic field and a special committee to solicit funds was appointed, consisting of Rev. John T. Huntington, '50, R. H. Schutz, '89, Colonel W.
E. A. Bulkeley, '90, J. H. Greene, '91, and C. S. Morris, '96. The plans
decided upon some time ago are to drain the field, build a new grandstand,
and change the location of the baseball diamond.
The most important matter discussed was that of having a graduate
advisory board for athletics. It was voted that a committee consisting of
Rev. John J. McCook, J. Vy. Edgerton and C. S. Morris bring to the
attention of the athletic association the appointment of a graduate committee consisting of a professor, a resident alumnus and manager, to act
with the managers of the athletic organizations. It is expected that this
action will result in much benefit to athletics at the college and will be of
considerable encouragement to the students interested in athletics.
The executive committee was authorized to see if plans could be formulated that would improve the college grounds and make them a connecting
link with Hartford's park system.
An interesting feature of the dinner was the talk by Dr. H. R. Hey.
decker, '86, who has just returned from the Philippines. He was a surgeon
in the army at Porto Rico and gave some of his experiences on the island.
He spoke of the great value of the country's new possessions.
Among those present were the following: A. K. Brocklesby, '70; W.
C. Brocklesby, '69; P. S. Bryant, '70, Colonel W. E. A. Bulkeley, '90;
J. H.K. Davis, '99; J. W. Edgerton, '94; L.A. Ellis, '98; R'ev. Henry
Ferguson, '68; J. F. Forward, '96; J. H. Greene, '91; Rev. F. W.
Harriman, '72; F. H. Hastings, '96; H.J. Blakeslee, '98; Dr. H. R,
Heydecker, '86; H. W. Rudd, 1900; F. E. Johnson, '84; Rev. J. T.
Huntington, '50; W. McA. Johnson, '98; Dr. W. S. Kingsbury, '~H;
Dr. E. R. Lampson, '91; Rev. H. Lilienthal, '86; Dr. Ed. F. Lawton,'91;
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V. F. Morgan, ''99; C. S. Morris, '98; C. B. Pitblado, '91; H. D. Plimpton, '97; F. W. Prince, 1900; R. H. Schiltz, '89; W. S. Schiitz, '94;
Colonel W. C. Skinner, '76; R. C. Tuttle, '89; D. Van Schaack, '91;
E. S. Van Zile, '84; C.H. Wheeler, 1901; C. G. Woodward, '98; E. F.
Waterman, '98; E. M. Yeomans, '95; J. D. Flynn, '97.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF MICHIGAN

A meeting of the Trinity College Alumni Association of Michigan, was
held at the University Club, this city, on Tuesday evening Dec. 10th, at
8: 80 o'clock. Officers were elected for the coming year as follows:Sidney T. Miller, '85, president; H. C. Loveridge, '80, vice-president,
and Alexander K. Gage, '96, secretary. Mr. Clarence Carpenter, '82, ~n_d
Strathearn Hendrie, '87, members of the executive committee.
It was decided to hold ·a banquet some tim:e in February, and the committee will make an effort to secure some prominent Alumnus to address the
Association at that time.
A resolution was passed to the following effect : Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the publication
know as the Trinity Bulletin, has been a great success, and is doing loyal
service for the College, both in re-enlisting the interest of the older Alumni
and affording information in regard to its life and progress.

ATHLETICS
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Polytechnic Institute defeated the Trinity team in a
.
game of basketball played at Troy, N. Y., on the evening of Dec. 6.
The game was the first of the season, and the team was somewhat
hampered by the fact that all the regular men were not able to play i~ the
game. Henderson made the first goal of the game and was followed by
Judd, who made two goals for the Troy team in the next few minutes o·f
play. Doty and Henderson then followed with a goal for their respective
teams, and Judd brought up the score to 12 to 6 in favor of R. P. I. Henderson made a fine throw and was followed by Merriam with another. Judd
made three more goals, Strobel added one and I:Ienderson made a free goal
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STROLLER narrowly escaped annihilation by tons of snow which fell from
the roof of Northam. But theie are not all the dangers to which the careless student is subjected. Since the new showerbaths have been put in,
THE STROLLER has been rather afraid to attempt to use them, as they differ
so widely from the old ones to which he is accustomed. At last he did
make an attempt to bathe, and as a result was only rescued by Velte with
a life preserver as he was going down for the third time. Especially in the
science courses the risk is considerable. THE STROLLER proved this to his
complete satisfaction recently, when on visiting the Physics Laboratory, he
mistook the emery wheel for some new apparatus and tried to sharpen his
pocket knife on one of the dynamos which was in use. When picked up
on Vernon Street, where he landed, he was convinced that the classical course
was the safest, if not the most practical. THE STROLLER a few mornings
ago was in the center of the icy campus when time was called for chapel.
This was before the walks had been sprinkled with sand, and THE STROLLER
when he reached the chapel door in his wild rush to avoid being late, was
unable to stop, and so continued his flight through one of the common's
windows ; and was served with breakfast almost before he had regained his
feet. In the gymnasium, the innocent onlooker is not altogether out of peril.
As THE STROLLER was watching the practice of our basketball team a few
days ago, he noticed that the men did not seem to handle the ball with
their accustomed speed. Thinking that he might be able to distinguish
himself, he signaled for the ball. As it was thrown to him he held out one
hand in an artistic manner in order to catch it lightly and hurl it into the
basket with his accustomed precision. The concussion doubled up THE
STROLLER'S arm in the form of a German pretzel, and he then understood
that someone had brought a twelve-pound medicine ball into the gym for
practice. These are only a few of the dangers that lurk in the path of the
unsuspecting STROLLER. He considers the minor ones as unworthy of
ment10n. He has had many narrow escapes, such as falling in the pool in
the Vivarium, and being hotly pursued by two small, but very energetic
alligators; and mistaking the snake box for the incubator, but these are of
less importance. However, the safest thing to do seems to be to insure in
the Prudential, which is reputed to have the strength of the Summit Street
rock quarry, and which is represented in college by a number of young
men, who, in the language of the circular, "wish to make a few thousand
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dollars by devoting their afternoons to a delighting and instructive occupation.''

***

***

***

Now THAT the joyous Christmas season is here, THE STROLLER puts
aside his worries as to how he can get all his friends Christmas presents,
for he is not troubled like other mortals. Instead of purchasing a lot of
expensive gifts, THE STROLLER merely takes his pen and writes a little
Christmas poem, which he sends to all his admiring acquaintances. For
the benefit of those who are not able to obtain copies ( as the third edition
has already been exhausted) THE STROLLER will give his efforts to the
world through THE TABLET, so here goes :
YE YULETIDE DITTY
Come, let's have a merry jingle
. And a rhyme;
And let youth and joy commingle
Christmas time.
And let everyone be jolly
'Neath the mistletoe and holly,
And we'll all forget our '' PolyCon" to-day.
Then put away your physics
For a while;
And exchange your meta-physics
For a smile:
Cease your everlasting grin din'
0f the things that you're behind in
And I'm sure that you'll be findin'
It will pay.
Think no more of Mathematics!
Have some fun ;
And from plagued Hydrostatics
Take a run;
Do let Medireval History
Be a happy, hidden mystery ;
· You can find no use for chemistry
Christmas time.
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Let your faces be a-beamin'
Bright with joy.
Of no dread exams. a-dream in',
Care destroy.
We'll have no more "Bug" ology;
No more of Anthropology.
Jack Frost has killed Geology,
For a time.
Then we'll skate and coast and sing
A merry rhyme.
All the earth for us shall ring
In happy chime.
For we'll need no more excuses;
We'll be free from all abuses,
And the "Profs." lose all their uses,
Christmas time.

PERSONALS
'65-A volume by the Rev. Dr. H. H. OBERLY, has beeu published on
"The Testimony of the Prayer Book to the Continuity of the Church."
'70-The sermon preached by the Rev. Dr. GEo, McC. FISKE on the
day of the burial of President McKinley, has been published in a
pamphlet.
'72-Dr. WILLIAM DENISON MORGAN lectured to the seniors on Anatomy
and Physiology during the week ending Dec. 7.
'74-RoBERT GALLAUDET ERWIN of Savannah, Ga., is president of the
Plant Railroad System.
'81-The Rev. C. W. FREELAND was on Feb. 2, 1901, assigned to duty
with the 6th U. S. Calvary as regimental chaplain, and on Aug. 7,
1901, was relieved from duty on the provost marshal general's staff.
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'83-HoBART W. THOMPSON has been elected a member of the standing
committee of the diocese of Albany.
'90-The Rev. URIEL HEBER SPENCER, who has been ill at Ivoryton,
Conn., for some time, has left for California.
-The Rev. THOMAS A. CoNOVER is at present in charge of a school
in Gladstone, New Jersey.
'95-The Rev. S. HARRINGTON LITTELL of Wuchang, China, has presented to the library some original copies of the Imperial Edict in
connection with the peace negotiations with the foreign powers.
'96-The Rev. GEo. N. HoLCOMBE, having resigned the assistant rector-.
ship of the Church of the Incarnation, Philadelphia, intends to pursue
a two years' course of graduate study at Columbia University.
-The Rev. GEORGE F. LANGDON is chaplain at the City Hospital,
Blackwell's Island, N. Y.
'98-JoHN SIDNEY DAVENPORT, Jr., is in charge of the actuarial department of the Life Insurance Co. of Virginia, at Richmond, Va.
'99-The address of ALPHONSO DE SALVIO is 52 Sacramento St., Cambridge, Mass.
- HAROLD LOOMIS CLEASBY is at Harvard engaged in higher graduate
study in classical philology.
-The Rev. CRANSTON BRENTON is in charge of All Saints' Memorial
Church, New Milford, Conn.
-F. S. Bacon has been appointed to the Cap and Gown Committee
of the Yale Law School.

1900-JoHN KAY CLEMENT is continuing his studies at the University of
Gottingen.
-A. Arnot has been appointed a member of the picture committee in
the recent elections at the Yale Law School,
·

· NECROLOGY
SIMON LEWIS TOMLINSON of the class of 1900, died in Nelsonville,
Ohio, Dec. 6; aged twenty-three and a half years. Although it was
known that Mr. Tomlinson was ill, he was supposed to be only mildly so,
and the fatal termination of the disease was not expected. He was born in
Hartford, and attended in that city the public and high schools, graduating
from the latter in 1895. He entered Trinity in the fall of the year following. He was full of promise, very studious and advanced rapidly. He
had a keen perception in engineering matters, and was interested in other
scientific pursuits. While a student at Trinity about a year and a half ago,
Mr. Tomlinson accompanied Professor F. S. Luther, as his assistant, in a
trip to North Carolina for the purpose of observing the total eclipse of the
~un. His record at college as a scholar was extremely brilliant; he won
the Holland Prize Scholarship in 1899, and upon graduation was valedictorian of his class. While at college Mr. Tomlinson was a prominent
member of the fraternity of Delta Kappa Epsilon, and also of the honorary
society of Phi Beta Kappa. A short time ago he accepted a position as
mining engineer for the Columbus Coal & Iron Company in Ohio, and
was rapidly reaching success in his new field when he was stricken with
typoid fever. Mr. Tomlinson leaves a host of friends in Hartford. He was
extremely popular with his fellow students, and his death will be lamented
by all who knew him. He was an earnest and true man, a diligent and
successful scholar, and a devoted and faithful Christian.

BOOK REVIEW
In College Days. Recent Varsity Verse, chosen by Joseph Le Roy Harrison. Boston: Knight & Millet.
This new addition by Mr. Harrison to his previous collections of college
literature, in every way displays the ability and good taste of its compiler.
From a great mass of scattered material the editor has chosen what is best,
and presents it to us in a skilfully arranged and highly attractive form.
The verse in this volume fully displays the varied and many-sided existence
of the student at the average American college or university. The subject
matter of the poems is manifold. ·we have a large amount of amatory
verse of more or less merit, verse de societe, good dialect verse- a collection
in fact as cosmopolitan as the institutions which they represent. Among
the poems "Forgiven?" is a piece of .fine force and of considerable poetic
merit. Other verses of considerable merit are : '' The Chestnuts on the Hill,''
" Caste," " Love Came and Went," "At the Edge of the Sea," " The
World's Asleep," "Wings," "In Lotus Land," " Della Robbia," "Slumber Song," "The Cloisters," and" The Death Chant of the Viking." It
gives us pleasure to note five selections from THE TABLET viz : Rondel,
"A Little Birdie said to Me," by W. T. Olcott, '96; "Youth Bacchanal," by
H. R. Remsen,'98; "Sweet Valentine," byD. H.Verder,'99; "My Pipe,"
by J.M. Hudson, 1901; "Heroes of El Caney," by A. T. Wyncoop, 1901.
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"THE LEADING FIRE I~SURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA."

Charter Perpetual.

Incorporated 1819.

Cash Capital,
Cash Assets,
Total Liabilities, .

. $4,000,000.00
. 13,357,293.72
4,047,342.69

Net Surplus,
$5,309,951.03
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 9, 309,95 I .03
Losses Paid in 82 Years,
88,243,132.93

'W":M. B. CLARK, P:reside::o..t.
W. H. KING, Secretary.

E. 0. WEEKS, Vice-Pres't.
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, Assistant Secretaries.

1 W.

PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal.

{ BOARDMAN & SPENCER, } General Agent11.

INLAND MARINE DEPARTMENT.

nr

Main and Pearl Streets.

Capital, $300,000.

1

j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent.
P. HARFORD, Ass't Gen'l .Agent.

BOSTON, <;S Kilby St.
PHILADELPHIA, 229 Walnut St.

CHrCAGO, ILLS., 145 LaSalle St.
{ NEW YORK, 52 William St.

CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY,
Corner-

j KEELER & GALLAGHER, Gen'! Agents.

BRANCH,
413 Vine St., Cincinnati, 0.
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH,
Omaha, Neb.

WESTERN

Surplus, $200,000.

THE

.LEtna National Bank
OF HARTFORD.
CAPITAL,

$525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS.

$470,000.00
DEPOSITS,

$3,000,000.00

BANKING BUSINESS.
Conducts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened and Deposits received subject to
check at sight. Accounts solicited. Also
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.
The most capacious and impregnable in the
City. 1000 safe boxes for rent at from $10 to
$100 per annum, according to size.
TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee
for individuals and corporations, Executor or
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc.
Meigs H. Whaples, President.
Henry S. Robinson, Secretary.
John P. Wheeler, Treasurer.
Hosmer P. Redfield, Ass't Treasurer

BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN rSTRBBT,
1Etna Life building, next door to Public Library.
OFFICERS.

A. SPENCER, JR., President.
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President.
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier.
DIRECTORS.

HON. LEVERETT BRAINARD,
President Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co. ; e:xMayor of City of Hartford.
HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY
President JEtna Life Insurance Company; ex.
Governor State of Connecticut.
APPLETON R. HILLYER,
JAMES B. CONE,
Vice-President.
Hartford.
ALFRED SPENCER, JR., President.
This bank offers to depositors every facility which
their balances, business and responsibility warrant.
Safe deposit boxes for rent. London drafts and
letters of credit issued.
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Thorough' Inspections and Insurance aga.inst Loss or Damage to Property and Loss
of Life and Injury to Persons caused by
STE.A.~

EOI:LER

J. M. ALLEN, President.
WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vice-President.
F. B. ALLEN, Second Vice-President.

E:X:FLOSI:ONS.
J. B. PIERCE, Secretary.
L. B. BRAINERD, Treasurer,
L. F. MIDDLEBROOK, Asst. Secretary.

PHOENIX FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF

HARTFORD, CONN.

STATEMENT, JANUAKY
CASH CAPITAL,
RESERVE FOR OUTSTANDING LOSSES,
RESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE,
NET SURPLUS,
TOTAL ASSETS, JANUARY 1 1900,

1, 1900 . .
$2,000,000.00
271,196.53
2,029,575.53
1,222,877.58 .
$5,523,649.70

--DI:REOTORS.--

Charles M. Beach,
Pliny Jewell,
Henry A. Redfield,
Henry K. Morgan,
D. W. C. SKILTON, President.
EDWARD MILLIGAN, Secretary.

Charles H. Smith,
Lyman B. Jewell,
Henry C. Dwight,
Ward W. Jacobs,

D. W. C. Skilton,
J. H. Mitchell,
Charles H. Northam,
John H. Hall.

J. H. MITCHELL, Vice:President.
JoHN B. KNox, Assistant Secretary.

DICKINSON, BEARDSLEY & BEARDSLEY, Local Agents,
OFFICES : 66 Pearl St. and 664 Kain St.
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HEADQUARTERS FOR ALUMNI.

The Parsons Theatre Cafe and Restaurant,
J. B. RYAN,

PROPRIETOR,

RAREBITS.

formerly proprietor of the Elm Tree Inn, Farmington.
OYSTERS.

GAME.

Private Dining Rooms for Suppers.

~

THE NEAL,

STEAKS AND CHOPS.

PIEL BEER.

Special attention given to Banquets and Bachelor Dinners.

GoFF & INGLIS Co.,

978 to 988 Main Street,
-SELL-

Furniture, Rugs, Pictures and Frames
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS.
Also COUCH COVERS AND PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, Etc.
H. R. WARNER.

F. C. DAVIS.

The Geeley Clothing Company,
RETAILERS OF

JfasAiona/Jlt1 Clo/Aes /'or 91/en.
27 ASYLUM: STREET.

HARTFORD, CONN,

JOHN M. GALLUP & CO.,
DEALERS IN

Pianos, Organs, & Musical Merchandise.
Best Stock.

Lowest Prices.

201 ASYLUM ST., cor. Haynes, Hartford, Conn.

GILLO TT 'SM~~r:~n~~r:
pENS
Ing- 303, 404, 603,
604 E. F., 601 E. F.

SPORTING
GOODS .A&

THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD.

Stub Polnta-1~. 1071, 1083.
For Vertical Writing- 1045
(Verttcular), 1046 (Vertlgraph),
1047 (Mult111crlpt.), 1065, 1066, 1067.
Court-House Serles-1064, 1065, 1066, and others.

_Athletic Supplies.

(ilLLOTT'S PENS,
THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS,

AND

FOOT BALL,
BASE BALL,
GOLF GOODS.

OAINEDTHE

"CRAND PRIX,"
Paris Exposition, 1900.
Thls 1s the Highest Prize ever A.warded to PeD&

Guns and Ammunition.

HARRY HAWKSWORTH,
Dealer in

The llJO~US & lillEOEuE Go.
272 Asylum Street .

~Winest Liquors, Alest Lager Beer,•
Cigars, Etc.
111 Main Street,

English Ale on Draught.
330MainSt.,CharterOakCorner,
Hartford, Conti . .
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DIEGES & CLUST
"IF WE MADE IT, IT'S RIGHT."

Official
Jewelers
of the
Leading
Colleges
Schools and
Associations

CLA89 "INB
,11ATERNITY "IN
MEDAL

•

•

cu .. a, ETC,

WATCHE •
DIAMOND

•

JEWELIIY

25 JOHN STREET
NEW YORK

TRINITY COLLEGE
HAIR CUTTER,
J. G. MARCH,

Visiting Home
By Mail.
I

P. L. REILLY,

For many years the famous photographic studio
at 45 Pratt street has ma.de a specialty of supplying high-grade portraits, at re11sonable prices, to
the absent-from-home stu,Jents of Trinity College - singly, in groups, in morning, evening,
street, study, or athletio costume, as wanted.
Students are always welcome.

HUDSON ST. HACK AND LIVERY STABLE

O. A. Johnstone,
Photographer.

I

No. 9 Asylum Street, Hartford.

82½ Hudson Street, Hartford, Conn.

.....................

~

~I Boston University Law School I

ll

Over 30 Instructors and 400 Students
Opens October 1, 1902.
Send for Leaflet: "Where to Study Law."
SAMUEL C. BENNETT, Dean.

/t

J. Alexander McCl unie,

Hartford Decorating Co.
No. 77 PRATT STREET,

I

•

D. F. BURNS,
Dealer in

Groceries, Meats and Fish,
A full assortment of Bakery Supplies,
made solely by myself.

801- 810 Park Street, Hartford.

DECORATIONS FOR COLLEGE DANCES.

W. P. WEIGELT,
Tin, Copper and Sheet Iron Worker.
Tin Roofing and Repairing. Roofs Painted.
Telephone 429-2.
1334 BROAD STREET.
Hartford, ConD'.
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The Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Company.

TIFF ANY & CO.
•--------

1846-1901.
WHERE THE CONNECTICUT MUTUAL STANDS.
Amid the many schemes devised to attract public
attention and favor to something else than life
insurance, the attitude and position of the Connecticut
Mutual has never been doubtful.
It has held to the cardinal facts: Life insurance
is for the protection of those dependent on a man's
life; their dependence make it his unavoidable duty.
Those dependents we assume to protect by our contract, at his personal cost; our duty to them is to
make that protection as large, as secure, and as
certainly available to them as possible; our duty to
him is to make its cost to him as small as possible.
JACOB L. GREENE, Pres't.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, V.-Pres't.

HEHBERT H. WHITE. Sec·y.
DANIEL H. WKLLS, ~ctuary.

Hartford
Woven Wire Mattress Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Woven Wire and Link Mattresses, Metallic
Bedsteads (plain and ornamental), Folding Cribs and Co4js, Wire Door Mats, Wire
Window Guards, Grill Work for Offices.

Diamond and

Designs and

Gem Merchants

Estimates for

Class Rings
Fraternity Pins
Class Cups
Heraldic Engravings
Book Plates
Etc, Etc.

Gold and Silver=
Smiths Stationers
and Dealers
in Artistic
Merchandise
CORRESPONDENCE
INVITED •.

UNION SQUARE
NEW YORK

HENRY ANTZ,
Fl RST-CLASS

3{a1r g)ress1ng 1\,eem,
27 'Pearl Street,

3-f artford, ~onn.

"HARTFORD LINE."

Also manufacturers of Aseptic Furniture and Hospital and Institution Supplies of all descriptions.

lJAILY SERVICE.
Leave Pier 24, East River, New York,:and foo(of State
Street, Hartford, Daily, except Sunday,

Hartford, Conn,
P. 0. Box 363.

stoppin~ at Intermediate Landings on the Connecticut River.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-.From October 15th, until!_close .of
navigation Steamers will Leave Hartford

MAiN OFFICE AND FACTORY,
618 Capitol Avenue.

AT 5.00 P. M.

AT 4.00 P. :M.

W. C. MASON & CO.
Successors to

l ·. · l
• • Photographer, • •
// !l'ratt dtreet.,

.i'rart/ord., Conn,

J. J.

Poole & Co.

HARD AND SOFT WOOD ] ·. ·;

For Grate, Stove and Kindlings, by the Barrel or Cord

COAL;

Highest Awards in United States and Europe.

Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna for
Domeatic Purposes.

College Work a Specialty.

Office: 746 Main St., Trust Co.'s Building.

HELP THOSE WHO HELP US-PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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"AS YOU GROW OLD, GROW RICH."
EVERY YOUNG MAN wants to get on.
He wants to feel that he is making money and accumulating it.
THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY
in which a bright, progressive young man can view the matter with satisfaction
to himself, and that is to
CAPITALIZE HIS ANNUAL SAVINGS.
Let them represent instalments on a fixed capital.-Something worth whilepayable ,at a future date. BUY

/ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ENDOWMENTS PAY ABLE IN CASH or 4,% Bonds if purchaser is living at the end
of 10, 15, 20 or more years, as may be selected. The full amount payable in
Cash or 4,% Bonds at death of purchaser if it occurs before maturity of
Endowment.
"DOING MAKES WEALTH,-WAITING POVERTY."

CHAS. H. BELL, Druggist,

Plimpton
Mfg. Co.

PROPRIBTOR OF

Bell's Famous Coca Wine,
Hartford, Conn.

Printers and Engravers.
College Stationery _a Specialty.

60c. pint; $1.00 quart. Great help to tired students.
Remember our Liniment, a great thing in athletic
exercises. 639 MAIN STREET. opposite Atheneum.
HAVE YOUR WORK DONE BY

GEORGE'S EXPRESS CO.,
4 Cen ral Row, Hartford, Conn.
The College Express.

Dean's Laundry,

~~~lOOM .
ta~~,ml\

379 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
Perfect Service.
Prompt Delivery.
SHIRTS ALL HAND IRONED.

Laundry called for and delivered.
If you want the Finest Work in the City
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO

GEO. L. BEST'S Custom Laundry
42 Elm Street, Hartford, Conn.
We use same style Collar and Cuff Machine
as Earl & Wilson.

Telephone Connection.

Valemenknowand theNrwllaven U,um
says: " The question of what i'n tlie world to
rive a .friend is solved by

SONGS OF ALL THE COLLEGES

which 1s alike suitable for the collegian of
the past, for the student of the present, and

~~!~:1~~rn~~fs:~;>a:i~
r~Yi!isal!~l~1:r,~
"All tlie
sonrs, all tlu
sonrs,
NBW

OLD

:~J::::::M~e"!i:; i!o::: ~~:,,c:z~:~,i

fl.60-BOOK STORES. H08IC l>EALER8,-Jl.l!O

HINDS & NOBLE, Publishen,
H-6-12-13-14 Cooper Institute, Naw Yoax

~

Schoolboob of ,JJ. publiahen at one atore
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The · · · · ·

"Improvement the Order of the Age/'

Hubert~Fischer~Brewery, ·

WE ARE ALWAYS IN THE LEAD.

Corner Park and Lawrence Streets,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Extra Bottling Lager
fotf f{otet and family Use a Specialty.

PLUJH:BING
of your home placed in sanitary condition by
: : : : LICENSED PLUMBERS : : : :

N. B. BULL & SON,
345 •/\.sylum Street.

Established ISM.
Telephone 101~.

JOHN COOMBS,

Smith Pre1nier
Typewriter Co.,

FLORIST,
688 Main St., Hartford, Ct.

82 PEARL STREET, .

HARTFORD.

4--l!RTFORD
l'vPEWRITERS
Price, $60.00
No . 2.

FULL GRADE STANDARD TYPEWRITERS
EITHER SINGLE KEYBOARD OR SHIFT KEY.

The Hartford Typewriter Co.,
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

474 Capitol Ave., Hartford, Conn.
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H.H.WILLES
1013 MAIN STREET,
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

:Estabtis hed 25

Pietattes
.~ fttames
~ Etchings
Engtta1tings

1Jears.

Will ~all for work at College Tuesday P. M. and return
same Friday P. M.
Telephone No. 248-6.

SANITARY LAUNDRY .
J.

A.

ESTLOW, Prop'r.
857 MAIN STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.

SANITARY METHODS,
F'ILTERED WATER,
NO SAW EDGES.

JatlonaI Fire Insurance GomDanu,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

PICTURE
FRAMES

ART STORE

.~MADE
c:::.;
•c? TO

Artists' Materials
and

ORDER

French Art Work.

HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP,

34 Mulberry Street,
HARTFORD CONN.
T

GouLET, Prop'r.

W el~bach Lights,
Portable Stands, Tubing,
Mantels, Chimneys,
everything.

GBEEN'S,
:No. 24 ST.A.TE STBET,

(U.S.Hotel Bldg.)
Telephone 142-12

Open evenings.

Capital, $1,000,000. Assets, $4,851. 789.34.
DIRECTORS.
Homer Blanchard,
William B. Franklin,
Frank W. Cheney,
James Nichols,

John R. Buck,
Henry C. Judd,
Francis T. Maxwell,
Byron A. Simmons,

Chas. H. Briscoe.
Ralph H. Ensign,
J. M. Allen,
Jas. P. Taylor.

JAMES NICHOLS, PRESIDENT.
B. R. STILLMAN, Sec'y.

H. A. SMITH, Ass't Sec'y.

THEE. S.KIBBE COMPANY,

WH8LESALE GR0CERS
149-155 State St., Hartford, Conn.
"HELMET BRAND"
CANNED GOODS.

TEA, COFFEE,
SPICES and TOBACCO.

JESSE N. LIND,
JI, MAKER OF .;I,

JPl.ae Deets a1HI Sileo •
REPAIRING NEATLY DONE.
RUBBER HEELS PUT ON.

4 Kinsley St.,

HARTFORD, CoNN.
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J. F. MORAN, The Gentleman's Outfitter,
86 9 .M"ain Street.
Trinity Flags and Caps a Specialty.
Established 1870.

JOSEPH BRIMBLE,
180 Ward Street,

Hartford, Conn.

House Painter, Decorator, and
Paper Hanging.
Graining and Hard Wood Finishing a Specialty.

Come and Look our Goods Over.

GEO. L. RAPPORT,

Fttllttipfion !Bru_ggillf,
Maple Avenue and Congress Street.
Agency for E. C. Hazard & Co.
Key West Cigars.
Kibbe's Candy.

ELM TREE INN,
FINE WORK.

MODERATE PRICES.

E. P. CAHILL,
Draper and Tailor,
105 Pratt St. nea.r Trumbull St.
HARTFORD, CONN.

Farmington, Conn

Ser ves Table d'hote Dinners from 12:30 to 2 :30 p. m. A Ja ca1·te service at all
hours, We m•ke a specialty of Bruiled Li ve Lobsters and Broiled Olllck eo. Dinner
Parties and Ban que ts Aerved at short n otice . Llve: y In connection.

J.

F. cunmNos,

Prop.

Electr ic Oars leave Hartford every hour.

STUDENT'S TRADE SOLICITED.

Hartford Apron i Towel
Supply Company,

32 PRATT STREET,
JOSEPH H. GOWEN, Manager
HORACE R. CHASE, '72,

Real Estate and Insurance,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
R. G. DUNN & Co.
Information furnished Easterners as to Mines, Mexican Ranches and Timber Lands.
Property managed for non-residents.
REFERENCE:

-

1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Fashionable Engraving
~---•N=0-Stationery
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
LAWR.ENCE SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.
The Lawrence Scientific School, w hich is under the
same Faculty as Harvard College a nd the Graduate
School, offers professional courses leading to the degree of S.B. in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Mining and Metallurgy; Architecture; Landscape Architecture; Chemistry; Geology; Biolo~y;
Anatomy, Physiology and Hygene ( as a preoarat10n
for medical schools); Science for Teachers; and a
course in General Science. Graduates of co.lieges may
may be admitted to advanced standing without examination. For information concerning courses of
study, expenses, and plans of admission, address J. L.
LOVE, Secretary, 16 University Hall, Cambridge,Mass.
N. S. SHALER, Dean.

Bonds and Guarantees Furnished.

Attorney- at- Law and Notary Public

a,tocie:nts
Before going elsewhere to purchase Christmas
presents should read Tablet adv. and patronize

Our Ac;{ vertise:rs
BESSE'S ICE CREAM
Same high standard is maintained year after year.
Nothing to surpass it-nothing to equal it. Catering
for wedding parties and receptions a specialty.
P, &;z; J. BESSE,
Boston,
761 Main Street,
167 Tremont St.
'Phone 1-124.
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Toledo ·
Stearn
Carriage
Differs materially in design and construction from
other steam carriages on
the market. · If you want
to know all about its many
points of superiority call
at our salesroom or send
for descriptive catalogue..

AMERICAN BICYCLE COMP ANY,
SALESROOM: 436 CAPITOL AVENUE.

~

lll n~erwoo~ ~.r:qcSTANDARD-TYPEWRITER.
THE STANDARD VISIBLE WRITING MACHINE OF THE WORLD.

Visible vVriting
Speed Increased
Touch Elastic
Automatic Conveniences
Type easily Cleaned

Operation Unchanged
Tabulating Rapidity
Billing Speed
Permanent Alignment
Actual Advantages

GOLD MEDAL (HIGHEST AWARD) PAN AMERICAN EXPOSITION.

WAGNER TYPEWRITER CO.,755-757 MAIN STREET,

HARTFORD CONN . .

✓
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Carpets, · Rugs a.h d Mats,
TAPESTRY, · PORTIERES,
AND

COUCH

COVERS,

In Oriental effects, at Moderate Prices.

SPEOAL UNTIL AFTER
THE HOLIDAYS •••••

Assorted Chocolates,
18c. per Pound.
Were we to say 25c. per pound we would be putting it right •.

Jacobst
.DRUG STORE WANTS

941 Main Street .

HENRY E, YEOMANS,-------

A TT ENDED TO.

No. 5! Farmington Avenue,

Charles A. Rapelye,
853 MAIN STREET.

.

Adjoining Farmington Av. Hotel,
Telephone Call, 1318.

HARTFORD, CoNN.

Maillard's, Allegretti's and Lowney's THOMAS OAKES & S0N,1 ~
Candies, Roger & Gallet Perfumes,
Toilet Goods of every description.
~Iumbing, beating, anb

JEiectrical (tontractors.

HOT AND COLD SODA.

Repair Work
a Specialty.

IGE-GREAM S00A FtLL THE YEAR,

Grtinify Qio Ilrgr

THE LATHROP CO.,

11mporters,
F:CNE ~:INES and. Cl:0-..A.BS,
314 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
"IF 1T's FROM LA THROP's, 1T's PURE.''

PIEL BEER.

11 Haynes Street,
Hartford, Conn.

l§iliiarb ,ariors,
LoRo·s.
_,,_,__ 32 Asylum Street.
G. L. SKINNER, Manager.

GUS

PILSNER.

KOCH'S
CAFE
WELSH RAREBIT.

605 Main Street.

·LOBSTER.
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I?arsons Th~atre.

t826-J90J.

,JI ,JI

ALL HIGH-CLASS ATTRACTIONS.
Dec. 19th, matinee and evening,-W m . Morris' Refined
Vaudeville Co.
Dec. 20th and 21st,-Uncle Tom 's Cabin.
Week of Dec. 23rd,-Corse Payton's Comedy Co.
Main<>e daily.
Dec. 30th, 31st, Jan. 1st, matinee Jan. 1st.-E. S.
Willard in repertoire.
Jan. 2nd,-Elsie DeWolfin the Way of the World.
Jan. 3rd and 4th, matinee Jan 4th,-Quincy Adams
Sawyer in Mason's Corner Folks.
Jan. 10th and llth,-Maud Adams in Quality Street.

The Connecticut River
Banking Company,
South Corner Main and Pearl Streets,
HARTFORD, CONN.

ALL BANKING FACILITIES.
Small accounts have
careful attention.

N. J. Goodwin, M. D. S.
DENTAL ROOMS,

Hartford, Cann,

753 Main Street,

GEMMIL..t., BURNHAM & GO,,
Offer Great Bargains in

SEVE NTY-FIVE YE.A.RS RECORD.

SAMUEL L. ELMORE, President.
H. W. ERVING, Cashier.
WE CARRY A VERY COMPLETE LINE OF

HIGH-GRADE GROCERIES.

OVERCOATS, SUITS, AND ULSTERS.

Their Chesterfield Overcoats are very popular this
season. Fine Stock of Rain Coats.
FULL DRESS SUITS FOR RENT.

GEMMILL, BURNHAM & CO.

At all times we give careful service and personal
attention.

H. GRISWOLD, 547 Main Street.

ESTABLISHED 1818.

BROOKS BROTHERS,
Broad-way, Corner 2 2d Street,

New York City.

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS.
Breakfast Jackets, Dressing Gowns,
Kit Bags, Suit Cases, ~arriage and
Traveling Rugs, Automobile Accesories, etc.

Leading Stv les.

Popular Prices.

P. H. BILLJNGS,

See our Illustrated Christm as Booklet
for further particulars.
These goods · are in a ddition to our regula r stock of clothing.

~~EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE&~

! ~~~~~~, I
u;

High Class Tailori~g,
Jt Asylum Street,

Hartford, Conn.

9/. .9.J. - f wlll

ma.ke you the .7inest
eSult or Overcoat in the City /'or $25. 00
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CLARK & SMITH,
Joa PRINTERS,

BOOK AND
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PHCENIX MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING ,

~,:

49 PEARL STREET,

~

HARTF'ORD, CONNECTICUT.
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Clark&: Smith, Printers, Ph<Bni:x Life Ins. Building, 49 Pear l St., Hartf ord.

